
CARLI STRAWLUXE BALES

100% STRAW FROM ITALIAN CEREALS

COMPOSITION 
100% cereal straw (wheat, barley and spelt) GMO FREE

ORIGIN 
Italy (Emilia Romagna region)

Gruppo Carli straw comes from cereals grown on Italian fields and processed by Group premises in 
Italy.
Hard and soft wheat, spelt and barley are cultivated with no use of chemical fertilizers, pesticide 
treatments and irrigation. 
Carli Strawluxe bales bedding is completely natural and mechanically processed only: the cutting, the 
chopping and the compression into bales involves no additives or other substances.
Dusting prior to packaging makes the product ideal for allergic horses or ones having respiratory 
problems.
It is used as a natural, safe and eco-sustainable bedding for all equids.
Thanks to its 4,5 lt/kg absorption capacity, Carli Strawluxe bales captures liquids, granting horses the 
maximum comfort.
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Sustainable bedding 
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renewable energy in processing 
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Dust free cereal straw bedding for horse
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1. Replacing an alternative litter - It is important to get used the horse gradually to the new bedding: 
during the daily cleaning, integrate the old litter with small quantities of Carli Strawluxe until the full 
replacement within 7-10 days.

 2. New box - Distribute one small bale of Carli Strawluxe every 4 square meters (4 bales per box). This 
quantity is indicative, it has to be tailored to your case depending on the material of the box floor. Du-
ring the daily cleaning, remove only dirty parts and add new product as needed. Each 30 days remo-
ve completely the bedding, clean up the box and leave it open until the floor is completely dry. After 
re-covering the floor with straw, leave the box open for a half an hour in order to allow the dust to 
settle down before entering the horse.

Natural ad highly absorbent, Carli Strawluxe is a wholly disposable equine bedding with no impact on 
the environment: it rapidly composts into nitrogen-rich manure.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

SHAPE AND PACKAGING

13 kg bales packed in recyclable plastic, pre-cut in 4 slices and 
delivered on pallets of 48 bales. 
Bales dimensions: cm 30 X 60 H 30

Pallet dimensions: cm 125 X 100 H 255

Fibre length 2 - 10 cm.


